Op-Ed
Editor’s note: The following article is penned in response to a report
issued by the Inspector General on the U.S. Department of Transportation’s
disadvantaged business enterprise (DBE) program issued in April of 2013.
A full copy of the report may be found at http://www.oig.dot.gov/node/6101.
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the current policy of reporting only
those contracts completed (i.e., paid in
full) back to the past practice of TVMs
reporting actual payments to date (i.e.,
all payments to all suppliers including
partial/progress payments). This is because the current practice of reporting
significantly skews the visibility and accuracy of DBE participation percentages
reported by TVMs.
It’s very common for TVMs to award
prime contracts that span the entire
lifetime of their TVM contract. For example, if a TVM delivers 10 railcars per
month during a DoT Recipient’s 5-year
contract agreement, the TVM would
then issue 60 separate monthly progress
payments to its subcontractors.
DoT Recipients have limited communication with prime bidders/contractors because they prioritize policing
over assistance. Although DBE program
credibility requires strict enforcement,
many Recipients offer little assistance
in helping primes find potential DBE
suppliers. Since DoT Recipients often
publicize a list of “approved suppliers”

for major components in their bid specs,
those same Recipients should also publish a list of DBEs that have performed
on similar past contracts.
On FTA-funded new vehicle bids
and contracts, DoT Recipients have
even less incentive to help Bidders/
Contractors because primes report their
DBE participation on “TVM” contracts
directly to the FTA. In other words, this
process bypasses the DoT Recipient.
Even if a Recipient requires a prime to
notify the Recipient when using any
DBEs on a contract, Recipients cannot
“count” that DBE participation in the
Recipient’s DBE participation goal to
FTA.
DBEs submitting a completed
certification application should receive
an approval decision within DoT’s
prescribed 90 calendar days, including
DBEs applying out-of-state. DoT Recipients nationwide should be willing
to help each other verify on-site DBE
workscopes.
TVMs are too often left to fend for
themselves with no support from DoT

Recipients or F TA when trying to
source and develop DBEs. The DoT,
FTA and Recipients should shift their
focus from policing primes to partnering
with them to improve DBE subcontracting opportunities.
If you consider the ultimate customer
base (people riding public transportation), minorities and women represent a
significant majority of that base. Therefore, minorities and women should and
must become a meaningful portion of
the supplier base. Responsible Prime
contractors and consultants must be
included. Let’s work together to make
it happen.
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